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We suggest that you take a few minutes and read this entire manual before using Sybian.
Keep this with Sybian for future reference.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
with HELPFUL HINTS & TECHNIQUES

Congratulations on your purchase of Sybian.
It will enrich your life!
Please read and understand all pieces of literature that come with your Sybian before
you use it for the first time. Keep all the paperwork for future reference.
WITHOUT A PARTNER
Having a partner is
orgasmic release.

not the

prerequisite for having satisfying

and

enjoyable

When first using Sybian we suggest facing a bed, davenport, lounge chair or
something similar as shown in drawing A. You can put the controls in front of you and
have something to lean against. You may prefer to wedge a couple of pillows between
yourself and the bed as shown in B. In this way you will have something to put your
arms around and something to rest your head or chin upon. Please note that your knees
are down and your feet are behind you. Generally this is the position you will use
when on a flat surface whether with or without a partner. It is possible to put your
knees up with your feet down or with your legs extended in front but most women find
this uncomfortable.
If it is difficult for you to get down to a lower surface or if it is uncomfortable to
tuck your legs behind you, it is possible to raise Sybian so that your feet will be down
as shown in C. The preferred height will vary from one person to the next but we
would suggest trying a surface that is about 10 inches high. The most important point
is that the object you are placing it on must be very sturdy and will not easily tip. It
must support your weight and that of Sybian and withstand the extra stress of
movement and vibration.
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Sybian was designed so the woman would be seated upright. It is our belief that
woman should learn to be comfortable in the woman superior position to give
variety to their sex life; however, we are aware that many Sybian owners use it
lying on their backs. After insertion, hold it in with your heels and then use one
to tip it to a comfortable position. You may need to use pillows under either
buttocks or Sybian to adjust the height for comfort.
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Drawings D, E and F show different hand positions that may be used, whether Sybian
is raised or not. Another hand position not shown is with the hands on the same
surface as Sybian's base (such as the floor). Having the hands down, or leaning on the
stool with the elbows as shown in F, causes the body to tilt forward while the other
holds keep the body more erect. You must determine where you feel most comfortable.
Some women have a great deal of flexibility and move around considerably while
others find their comfort zone is more restricted. Please note that the controls are
always placed at your finger tips.

Do not be afraid to take time to experiment with Sybian. Sexual responses need to be
learned, trained and explored to their greatest potential. If at first you don't succeed,
try again! A lot of people are very naive about their own body or feel shame about
exploring themselves due to some 'phobia' instilled at a young age, lets change all
that shall we. The human body is a thing of beauty , something to celebrate, not hide.
TESTIMONIAL
My boyfriend gave me Sybian as a gift to keep me entertained while he is out of town working. At first I thought
that he was loony to spend so much money on a toy. We both enjoy toys very much so I told him I would give it a
try. The first time that I used it, my boyfriend was there to observe. WOW I was simply delighted! I was glad to
have watched the video beforehand and to realize that the women on this flick were not faking how the Sybian
makes you feel. I have had many delightful times on Sybian. We have had many nights using Sybian in our love
sessions. My boyfriend finds watching me extremely exciting and arousing. I too find that having him watch me
is exciting and gives me a different kind of orgasm height. The different inserts are fun to change. I truly am
happy to have Sybian in my life. I would like to thank you for inventing the Sybian. It is truly a worth while
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WITH A PARTNER
When given a choice many women prefer the participation of their partner while
enjoying Sybian. Most couples find Sybian to be a great turn on. It can enhance their
sex life in many ways and give new variety.
It is our belief that when a couple is using Sybian, all of the focus should be upon the
woman's enjoyment. All of the endearments you delight in during intercourse can be
enjoyed with a partner while using Sybian. Your partner can sit or kneel, behind or in
front, as shown in the drawings, or he can stand in front (not shown). If he stands, you
can perform fellatio. If he sits on the stool he will be seated slightly higher so his
legs will comfortably go over yours. He can whisper, embrace, caress, kiss, or do any
other forms of cuddling or endearment you both enjoy.
We suggest that you "set up" alongside another object such as a bed or dresser. This
will give both of you something to hold onto and balance yourselves while lowering
and raising.

The controls may be operated by either of you. In most cases the partner will operate
them so that you can concentrate on the enjoyment. If the partner is operating the
controls you should verbally communicate your desires or set up some kind of signal
system. You may prefer to operate the controls yourself. In either case they should be
placed at the finger tips. You should not change your body position to reach them. If
the partner is behind, the control box should be up in front as shown in G and I. It
could be on the stool, bed or other similar object. If you are facing each other, the
control box should be off to either side. Drawings J and L show it draped over the
partner's leg. If you are on a surface such as carpet, the position of the control box
can be adjusted by placing the leg of the stool over a portion of the cord. You could be
next to another object such as a bed and the controls could be placed on that (not
shown).
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If the partner is in front, his legs will normally go over yours. If seated on the stool,
we suggest the partner be in close enough so you can be in an embracing position. The
exception to this would be if your comfort zone requires leaning forward. In this
instance the partner would need to back up enough to allow you to lean to a
comfortable position.
You may prefer to be on a raised surface such as shown in K. The physical
requirements were discussed on page 2 but now it must be sturdy enough to support
two of you. We doubt you will intertwine the legs as shown but the artist thought it
gave the drawing better balance.
CATEGORIES OF PARTNER PARTICIPATION
A. Often a couple will choose to enjoy physical intimacy with Sybian. This is
particularly true with couples where the sexual capacity and desire of the woman is
greater than the libido of the man.
B. A couple may use Sybian as a prelude to partner intercourse. Once the woman is
sufficiently aroused (see Psychological Preparation) the couple will use Sybian for a
period of time while the woman satisfies much but not all of her sexual desire. While
still at a high level of excitation, they can then proceed to highly satisfying
intercourse. (Note: If both partners enjoy fellatio, the transition can be made more
enjoyable if the man stands facing the woman for a brief time.)
C. Sybian can also be used as an extension of intercourse. Often the sexual capacity of
the woman exceeds the man's physical ability to fulfill it. Caring and considerate men
recognize this and even though they have climaxed, they will participate in further
sexual activities until the woman is satiated. Such loving and understanding men will
encourage their partners to continue sexual activity using Sybian as an extension of
themselves. The result is a satisfied woman who will look forward to sex.
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AS A TEACHING AID
A. Sexual response and orgasms are a learned behavior for women. For those who
have yet to experience orgasm, or who infrequently do, Sybian can provide the
intense stimulation needed to break through inhibitions and mental barriers that
repress orgasms. In effect, it can help unblock the pathways of the nervous
system that carry genital sensations to the brain. Once established, the pathways
may be reinforced by repetition until orgasms result easily and in much less time.
B. If a woman can have an orgasm by any method, she should be able to learn to be
multi-orgasmic by practicing the techniques detailed later.
C. The ability to be orgasmic may be transferred to intercourse by sensitizing the
vagina as described in Hints and Techniques.
D. Some women have a very sensitive clitoris and find it uncomfortable to touch it
directly. Without causing discomfort, using Sybian accustoms the clitoris to
direct stimulation. As a result, they will be able to enjoy such things as manual
or oral stimulation which may have been previously unpleasant.

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH SYBIAN

Vaginal insert—
moisture barrier

Variable speed controls
stem

contact piece
padded, washable
cover
controls

On/Off
switches
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STEP BY STEP OUTLINE FOR USING SYBIAN
Before using Sybian for the first time it is important to
familiarize yourself with operating the controls and see the
movement produced. With the Vaginal insert in place, turn both
switches on and manipulate the speed controls until you become
familiar with their operation. Note: When not in use
(unrestricted) it will move more and make more noise than when
in use. Ye suggest you grasp the insert firmly in your hand and
feel the movement produced.

Getting Ready
1.

Even though you may not feel the need, urinate immediately before using. This is
very important.

2

Place on a carpeted floor, a pad on the floor, a firm bed (never a waterbed), or
elevate on a stable and padded base.

3.

Slide the spring (or stem), already in the Vaginal Insert, into the contact piece.

4.

Plug in the unit first (If your unit is equipped with a detachable power cord), then
to the wall. Turn on both switches. Both indicator lights will come on and both
speed controls should be turned to the off position.

5.

Lubricate the Vaginal Insert generously immediately before using.
Positioning yourself

1.

Facing the end the controls are on, straddle, insert, and carefully lower yourself.

2.

Sit firmly onto the vibrating contact piece so the Vaginal Insert is fully inserted.
Make sure you are not held off by your arms, knees, thighs, or buttocks.

3.

Maneuver into a comfortable position by leaning your body and/or tilting your
pelvis. In some cases you might want to spread the vulva apart slightly.

4.

If a partner is participating, he should position himself.

5.

Start rotation slowly, move with it and adjust your body for greatest comfort.

6.

Add vibration and adjust both controls to desired levels.
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HINTS & TECHNIQUES
Sybian should always be used on a firm surface. If you use it on the floor, we
suggest using a pad or at least carpeting with a pad under it. This will absorb some
vibration and protect your knees.
Sybian is fully protected against body fluids when the Vaginal Insert with
moisture barrier is in place. Some women ejaculate or produce large amounts of fluid
during sexual activity. This is perfectly normal. Since Sybian can produce intense
stimulation, you may find that you secrete greater amounts of fluid than previously. A
towel can be used for added protection if desired. You can do this by cutting out a
piece one inch wide and six inches long crosswise in the center of a hand towel. Put it
under the front of the contact piece first, then the back and center.
VAGINAL INSERT
When choosing the size of the Vaginal |nsert, bigger is not always better. We
recommend starting with the Flat Top. (This is included when you purchase Sybian.) By
starting with the Flat Top you will adjust to the position more easily. When ready to
try insertion begin with a Small vaginal Insert. The internal rotating motion,
combined with the vibration, will be a unique sensation. Once you have learned the
pleasures of Sybian you may wish to experiment with other sizes.
You may prefer to warm the Vaginal Insert or Flat Top before using. This can be
accomplished by placing in hot water before putting it onto Sybian.
For your protection, never share the Vaginal Insert. If others use Sybian, each
should have a separate insert. This simple precaution will protect each from
contacting any type of infection from another.
It is very important to be generous with the lubricant. The lubricant we sent
with Sybian is water-soluble and can be reordered. Oil based products can cause
infections more easily and can damage your Vaginal Insert: we suggest they not be
used.
PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION
Satisfying sexual intercourse is preceded by desire and arousal. This prepares
the body by causing the vagina to lengthen, balloon out and begin to produce natural
lubrication. Likewise, desire and arousal are important for maximum enjoyment of
Sybian. Each individual may accomplish this in different ways. You may fantasize,
read erotic books, watch arousing movies or video tapes, listen to special music,
touch or stimulate yourself, or engage in foreplay with a partner. It may be that if you
are considering using Sybian you are already in the mood and no further preparation is
needed. Once aroused, you can enjoy Sybian to your fullest satisfaction.
It is also important to set the proper mood. Make sure that you will not be
interrupted by children, a ringing telephone, or any other distraction. You should feel
comfortable that no one is listening. To have the proper setting in the room: consider
lighting, window covering, music and temperature. It is better to have the room too
cool than too warm.

GETTING STARTED
Be certain you are completely down onto the contact piece when you start. Check
to make sure you are not being held off by your arms, knees, thighs or buttocks. Once
in position you can adjust the amount of pressure you place on it. Be careful not to
press too hard, use only enough pressure to achieve the desired level of stimulation.
After you become proficient at using Sybian, you will develop your own way of
operating the controls. Until then, we suggest that you start by turning on the
rotation and gradually increase to about one third maximum speed. Once you are
comfortable with this, turn on the vibration quickly to near one third. Then proceed to
gradually increase rotation up to maximum. Next turn the vibration up slowly. As you
approach maximum, your tension should heighten to orgasm. Don't rush, increase the
speed slowly and let it push you up to the orgasm.
MAXIMIZE YOUR PLEASURE
Although the brain is the primary sex organ, it is generally accepted that there
are two main erogenous areas that are most responsive to stimulation. They are the
clitoris and the Grafenburg Spot. The G Spot is a body of erectile tissue located along
the urethra on the front wall of the vagina. Sybian provides simultaneous stimulation
of both areas.
Certain movements or actions while using Sybian can be used to enhance the
experience and produce different and interesting sensations. For example,
1.

Leaning the body or tilting the pelvis forward and back will vary the pressure of
the clitoral area against the vibrating contact piece. This combined with changes
in speed will give you complete control of clitoral stimulation.

2.

The opposite leaning or tilting movement will increase or decrease pressure on
the G Spot as the Insert passes over the front wall. These movements combined
with changing the speed of rotation give full control of vaginal stimulation.

3. Variations of the speed controls can give a change of pace which will enhance the
sensual experience. Turning the vibration down momentarily and then back up
again slowly can often bring on another orgasm, like riding up to the crest of a
wave. Likewise, holding the vibration steady and changing the speed of rotation is
an enjoyable variation.
4. During the first minute or two you will probably feel as though you need to urinate
as the Vaginal Insert rotates and passes over the front wall of the vagina where
the urethra is located. At first you may consider this to be a concern, however,
you can convert this to a feeling of great pleasure. Start out by relaxing your
pelvic muscles, bearing down and pushing out as if you were trying to urinate.
Since you have just done so, nothing will happen. Concentrate on the feeling of
letting go and the entire experience will be infinitely more pleasurable.
5. Although this is listed last, it may be the first one you should try. If you have any
other method of producing an orgasm or a high level of excitation, whether it be
laying under the bathtub faucet, sliding down a banister, or a more traditional
form of masturbation, use this method to bring yourself to near orgasm and then
quickly switch to Sybian. This should produce an orgasm, at least after a few
tries, and once you have done so the first time, others should be easy.

Reminder: The sensations produced by Sybian feel great.
Don't forget to enjoy them while using Sybian.
MULTIPLE ORGASMS
Don't stop with one orgasm! To be multi-orgasmic you must think positively. The
first step is to believe that you can. If you have the attitude that you can't, you
certainly won't. You must believe you can and believe that you will. You must have
this attitude from the start. If you concentrate or fantasize to have the first orgasm,
don't lose it, keep it and keep going. If you aren't successful the first few times,
don't lose faith. Next time you use Sybian, start with a positive mental attitude and
believe you will be successful. Try some or all of the techniques discussed under
MAXIMIZE YOUR PLEASURE and don't be afraid to turn the controls all the way up. As
stated before, the brain is the primary sex organ. What you believe is what will
happen. If you believe you can, your sex life will undergo a drastic change and you will
be ecstatic with the results.
Some women find that for a short time after an orgasm, continued stimulation is
so intense that it may be uncomfortable or even painful. With Sybian you have the
advantage of being able to control instantly the amount of stimulation. If discomfort
occurs, immediately adjust the speed controls until this brief period passes. Once it
has passed, increase the speed controls, use the other methods of enhancements
previously described, and continue with a positive mental attitude. With the proper
mindset you will soon have another orgasm and by continuing you can have as many as
you wish. Sybian will not lose its erection, get tired or complain.
ORGASMS DURING INTERCOURSE
Some women may wish to sensitize their vaginas to become more orgasmic
during intercourse. Sybian can help you do this. Using Sybian in your usual way, bring
yourself near orgasm, then quickly turn off vibration, while rotation continues, and
try to climax by focusing on the vaginal stimulation alone. If you don't, turn the
vibration on again and repeat the process. If you haven't reached orgasm after several
attempts, discontinue this exercise for now, have your orgasms in the usual way, and
practice this exercise on other occasions. Given time, you will be thrilled with the
outcome. Note: This exercise is quite similar to the "teasing" exercise described on
page 9. While "teasing" you stop just before orgasm and here you continue rotation to
try and have the orgasm. If you don't have the orgasm, the effect may be the same.
ALLOW SUFFICIENT TIME
On occasion you may wish to have a quickie, however as a rule you should allow
yourself plenty of time to enjoy the full and sensuous feelings of Sybian. The length
of time will vary with each individual. For some it may be only a few minutes and for
others it may be an extended period. After you become proficient, the amount of time
you enjoy Sybian will be limited only by fatigue.
POSSIBLE THERAPEUTIC BENEFITS AND RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES
With your cooperation, we have a tremendous opportunity to accumulate valuable
information that would be of help to others. Many research projects deal with sex and
how it affects our lives but many have limited data. We have the opportunity to
enhance this knowledge. The following areas are presented for your consideration.

RELIEVING MENSTRUAL CRAMPS
Women have known for years that having sexual intercourse will help relieve the
discomfort of menstrual cramps. Although we do not have extensive data on this, our
experience to date shows Sybian to be an excellent aid in relieving cramps. Massaging
any muscle that is cramping, whether it is in the leg, back or neck, will help to relax
it. The same principle applies here. The massaging of the rotation, coupled with the
vibration, will help to relax the uterine muscles. Although it will be difficult to
convince yourself to use Sybian when you are in pain, if you do so, the contractions
produced by an orgasm should help relieve the painful cramping. If you decide to try
this, it is best to start using Sybian as soon as you feel cramps beginning. We would
like to know the results, pro or con. This can be an excellent opportunity to try out
the Flat Top if you haven't already.
RELIEVING MIGRAINE HEADACHES
Scientists doing work on migraine headaches have had reports from some women
that having orgasms brings relief. When questioned, researchers told us there was
evidence of this but they had insufficient data to reach firm conclusions.
Another area under study is the prevention of migraine headaches by sex. The
theory here is that, stress is one of the main causes of migraine headaches and that
having orgasms helps reduce stress. If you are a migraine sufferer and have, or have
not, received any results using Sybian in either of these areas, please let us know.
RELIEVING STRESS
Stress manifests itself into various health problems. One of the motivations for
building Sybian was the belief that most women do not have the opportunity to have
sufficient orgasms. Is it possible that having more orgasms is one way if relieving
stress? Is it possible that having more orgasm. will improve the health of some
women? Take note of your health and mental attitude today and then again six months
from now and let us know the results!
IMPROVED SEXUAL RESPONSE
In "The Story of Sybian" we quoted many recognized authorities who agree
that the more orgasms you have: the more you are capable of and desire, and the more
responsive you become! Make note of your sexual habits and responses now and let us
know if they have changed six months from now!
One of the results of the sexual revolution is the general acceptance by women
that they have the physical capacity for unlimited sexual response, a desire for sex
that is equal to or greater than that of men, and the same right to sexual fulfillment.
It is generally accepted by most health professionals that orgasmic release is one
method of reducing stress which in turn is the cause of many health problem.. Dr
Lonnie Barbach reported in the introduction (p.XIV) to her book For Yourself that:
'Recent research by Arvalea Nelson indicates that consistently orgasmic women tend
to describe themselves as contented, good—natured, insightful, self—confident,
independent, realistic, strong, capable, and understanding while nonorgasmic women
tend to describe themselves as bitter, despondent, dissatisfied, distrustful, fussy,
immature, inhibited, prejudiced, and sulky." With Sybian you are assured that your
sexual needs can always be satisfied!

CAUTIONS
1.

If you are using Sybian on a soft surface such as a bed, avoid a sudden shift of
weight by another person. Any quick unexpected movement may cause discomfort.

2.

Never use Sybian without the Vaginal Insert in place. The flange on the Insert
keeps body fluids from getting into the mechanical parts of Sybian. Also,
without a covering to act as a cushion, the exposed contact piece and ball joint
may cause abrasions.

3.

Although Sybian is fully protected against body fluids when the Vaginal Insert is
in place, it cannot be immersed. Never use on a water bed in a bathtub, or in any
other situation where excessive moisture is possible.

4.

The Power Company recommends that you do not use any electrical appliance,
especially one you are in contact with, during an electrical storm. This applies
to Sybian.

5.

Safety during pregnancy has not been established, therefore, if you are pregnant
or are trying to get pregnant, do not use Sybian.

6.

Until safety has been established, Sybian should not be used when either an
Intrauterine device or a diaphragm is in place.

7.

Do not use Sybian when you have any vaginal abrasions or infections.

8.

Sybian is not recommended or approved for anal use.

9.

Do not use Sybian while under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

10.

It is best not to use Sybian after a heavy meal which tends to make you sluggish.

11.

If you have any type of heart condition or experience frequent medical problems,
you should consult your physician prior to use.

SOURCES OF DISCOMFORT
1.

Incorrect body position. Try leaning forward or back and/or tilting the pelvis
below the waist.

2.

Vaginal Insert is too large.

Try a smaller size

3.

A full bladder or colon. Be sure to urinate and defecate if possible before using.

4.

Not sitting down fully onto the Insert. Sybian is designed so that the
takes place in the vagina, above the narrow opening, where there
restriction. If you raise up while the Insert is rotating, the rotation will
the opening of the vagina and may cause discomfort. If you wish to raise
the rotation off first.

rotation
is less
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5.

Sore muscles or abraded tissue. As with any physical activity you should start
gradually to tone the muscles and accustom the tissue to use. If you are using
Sybian for the first time or after an extended absence, use good sense and don't
overdo. Generous lubrication will help to avoid abrasions.

6.

Sybian was designed to be straddled and sat upon in an upright position. If you
choose to use Sybian while lying on your back, it may be necessary to adjust so
that the Vaginal Insert and the vaginal opening are the same height. You can adjust
by placing a pillow under either Sybian or your buttocks. If you do use it in this
position, some method must be used to hold Sybian firmly against you. A partner
could do this.

7.

Pressing too hard on the contact piece can cause a numbing effect for the
clitoris, try to ease up.

TROUBLE SHOOTING - IF THE MOTORS DO NOT TURN ON
1.

Make sure the switches are turned on.

2.

Is the power cord plugged in? To the wall? To the unit?

3.

Make sure there is electricity at the plug. Check this with another appliance. The
problem may be a house fuse or circuit breaker/fuse.

4.

Check Sybian's circuit breakers (if so equipped) in the base. The buttons should be
pushed in. If your unit has a detachable power cord then check the fuse drawer
located just beneath where the cord plugs into your unit.

5.

If it still wont run, call Abco.

MAINTENANCE
VAGINAL INSERT
We recommend that the Vaginal Insert be washed with warm soapy water after
each use. If it needs to be sanitized, use any disinfectant you are comfortable with.
We sell ForPlay Adult Toy Cleanser which contains Nonoxynol-9. Rinse thoroughly
with clear water. Replace the Insert when any tears or signs of wear occur.
PLASTIC STEM
We have provided several extra plastic stems This material and size were
chosen because they will bend or break under stress. Do not replace with any other
material, Replace whenever bent or broken! Additional stems may be ordered. You
should be able to push it in or pull it out of the contact piece with your fingers. If it
is too tight for this, sand it down with some very fine sandpaper.

PADDED COVER
Do not remove the cover to clean it. Wash with a soft cloth moistened with warm
soapy water. Wipe dry. Never immerse Sybian or wash with any harsh chemicals. To
avoid punctures, protect it from sharp or pointed objects.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS (a) or FUSES (b)
(a) There are two circuit breakers located in the base of Sybian. When
functioning the button is pressed all the way in. When overloaded the button pops out.
If this should happen, wait one minute and then press in. If they break very often it
indicates a problem exists. Phone us for instructions. You may need to return it for
repair.
(b) There is a fuse drawer located just below the prongs where your power cord
plugs into your unit. If your unit overloads this fuse will blow. A spare fuse is sent
with every Sybian, additional fuses are found at many stores. If the fuse is blown
simply remove the old fuse and replace it with a new one. The rear of the drawer is
for the working fuse. The spare fuse can be stored in the front of the drawer, but will
cause additional noise when the unit vibrates.
TESTIMONIALS
Just received your machine yesterday and we are amazed at the quality of your
product. It is completely un-american in this day and age to deliver a product what is
promised. The American way as we all know is to lie about your product and of course
say you will stand behind it. You have produced a product that is better than your
claims and we look forward to many orgasms down the road.
ever.

Said he thinks his wife married him for his Sybian! Hands down the best product

Thank you, Thank you, Thank you. The Sybian really has made a tremendous
difference in our sex life and I am so thankful that you came up with the idea and
design for it. I have not only been able to become multi-orgasmic but have also been
able to have sustained orgasms. I have read that the longest sustained orgasm
recorded lasted 43 seconds, well they haven't recorded mine because I've had them
last for more than a couple of minutes and would have been longer but my husband
made me quit for fear I might hurt myself. I always have multiple orgasms now.
We have hundreds of testimonials just like these. Welcome to a select group of people
who give themselves the best life has to offer!

SERVICING
If for any reason Sybian is not functioning correctly call Abco before returning
the unit. It should be crated properly and sent back for repair. If it is under warranty
or you have a service policy, your only cost is shipping it back. The repair center will
go over it completely, replace any parts needed, and send it back within three working
days, freight prepaid. Please allow time for shipping. The service policy does not
cover the pad, vaginal Insert or any unusual damage due to mishandling. Both the
warranty and the service policy are void if Sybian is used without the Vaginal Insert
with moisture barrier being in place. A credit card number should be provided to cover
the cost of repair or replacement of any items not covered in the service contract or
warranty.
We suggest you save the box Sybian was shipped in. It can be stored flat by
opening up the bottom and folding.
Abco Research Associates
884 Lampert Ln
Monticello
IL
61856

The serial # of this

All correspondence to:
PO Box 354
Monticello
IL
61856-0354

Date
Received:

Sybian

is:

Before returning Sybian, you must get a return authorization number by phone. You
may do so by calling 217-762-2141 on weekdays between 9 AM and 4 PM Central
time. Before shipping, complete the following form and include in the shipping box.
Please print clearly
Your
Name

Date_________________________________

Shipping
Address
C i ty

Date
_State

Purchased

Zip

Phone (s) where you can be reached and
h o u rs__________________________________________
Explain the problem on a separate page.

Explain problem on a separate page.

Country

View
from top
of box

Place cardboard on
bottom of empty box

Place the
Sybian Base
Unit in the
box as
shown

Place the
stool on its
side and
slide into
the box

Set the cardboard
tray on top of the
stool. Videos and
paperwork go here

Place the cardboard piece
folded as shown in the box
Place the
cardboard
'Greeting
Card' over
the top of
the Sybian
to protect
it from the
Stool

Roll up the
electrical cord
and store in the
space between
the stool legs Inserts may
also be stored
here

Set in
place the
final
piece of
cardboard
Place control cord here
so it is not pinched,
seal & ship

